
FUJI WALL PAD TRIM KIT Installation Tips:

Before beginning:
1. Trim Both Ends for best fit in case there is any offset from the shop
2. Oil / Stain / Finish as desired and let dry.

Following a level line, or laser line, secure your trim kit to the wall with a trim head screw or a
trim nailer (an 15-18ga nailer typically works well into wood or drywall).

Tip: When securing pads to concrete, it is easiest to attach the wall pad with construction
adhesive and tapcons where needed. Then, the frame kit can be nailed into the top nailer of
your wall pad with ~⅞” brad nails. Keep level checking as you install for the best look. Use
plenty of fasteners, as you’re securing trim to the nailer in this case and not to the wall.

Trim Kit Return:
Your Trim Kit can be 45-mitered and returned to the wall. This can be done at the end of a run
of wall pads and improves the finished look of your gym. Follow these steps for tips on how to
do it.

Before you secure your last wall pad, use a jigsaw or oscillating tool to notch out the last 1in x
1in of the top nailer. If your pads are already in place, the oscillating tool is ideal to remove this
1x1in square plywood nailer lip. It helps to trim the vinyl here first by making a vertical and



horizontal cut on the material that is on the pad where you’ll cut the

1. 45 Degree Cut #1: Mark your Trim Kit where you want the end of your 45-degree cut.
2. Cut #2: Measure from the tip of the 45-degree angle you just cut, back to your wall and

mark a second piece.
3. Turn your miter saw to 90-degrees and cut piece 2 to the length needed to just touch the

wall.
4. Use a bit of wood glue and carefully shoot your nails to secure the completed outside

corner (23ga nailer or pilot and flush head trim screw is recommended for this piece!)


